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Abstract— Demand response (DR), as part of Demand side management (DSM), is a method that modifies consumer side energy consumption. By actively controlling the time associated with electricity consumption, both energy and economic efficiencies are increased. There is however, depending on the algorithm employed, potential for consumer comfort levels to be adversely affected. Generally direct load (Boolean logic) control is employed, which solely considers demand reduction and not customer comfort. In comparison, fuzzy logic based programs can consider non-deterministic inputs such as consumer comfort level with ease and simplicity. This paper considers the evolution of DR through a comparison of the classical (direct load method) and modern (fuzzy method) methods, with particular attention on the advantages provided by the latter. The impact on consumer comfort in fuzzy DR implementation is further explored through the effect of temperature deviation. In this regard, the consequences for fuzzy DR are considered in respect to three temperature profiles. Finally, temporal availability and the consequences for DR are considered in the context of a household.

Index Terms—Demand response, demand side management

Direct Load control (DLC), Energy management, Energy savings, Fuzzy systems, Fuzzy control, Fuzzy technology, Load management, Power demand, Rational decision-making model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical power systems, as complex active structures, require real time balancing of generation and demand to maintain stable and reliable operation. Furthermore, it is imperative that this balancing is implemented in a cost effective manner.

In earlier generation network configurations, production was abundant in meeting load demand and hence only basic load balancing algorithms were implemented and utilized. Essentially, demand balancing was facilitated by the supply side continuously adjusting generation. Nevertheless, by the 1970’s, the increasing demand for energy started to overtake the generation capacity of the system at peak demand. The solutions available were to either increase the generation capacity or to more efficiently manage load by using load management algorithms. Load management, termed demand side management (DSM), was the only economically feasible solution. This technique has subsequently been applied in various forms and levels [1]. It was first introduced by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the 1980s as a series of activities that utilities can undertake to change their load shape and/or energy consumption pattern. These modifications were designed to provide the benefits of maximization of profit, investment delay, and reliability enhancement [1]. The decentralization of power systems and the liberalization of electricity markets have resulted in the evolution of DSM into two major groups [2]:

1. Energy efficiency, which deals with improving the energy utilization of services and products.
2. Demand response (DR), which is the process of changing the electricity usage patterns of end-use customers from their normal consumption patterns in response to high price, or an alternative incentive offered by the utility, to lower customer power usage when system reliability is jeopardized [2].

While technological hurdles were previously cited as one of the main challenges for DSM proliferation [4], this has changed due to technological advances in smart grids. The advancement of technologies such as grid-device bilateral communication, communication powered smart appliances, computationally powerful local controllers, cloud-based aggregation mechanisms and economically viable energy storage resources have solved the technological hurdles. Now it can be argued that finding a suitable business model is the next big challenge for DSM sustainability in a market-driven electricity system [3, 5].

Direct load control (DLC) is one of the most popular load control technologies, applied by the utilities to reduce the peak demand [6]. The method has evolved from simple frequency based load shedding to multi-layered aggregator response-based load shedding. A load control technique, that effectively dips the voltage and frequency, is explained in [7] by Shuai Lu. However, this method does not account for the customer inconvenience or customer comfort. In addition, dynamic demand control [8] cannot be considered as an option for reducing peak demand. Naeem et al. assert that success of DR programs greatly depends on the consumer behaviour and comfort [9], but there are few examples in literature pertaining to customer behaviour/comfort and how DR is impacted in this regard. Examples of where customer comfort is prioritised in achieving energy efficiency include [10] and [11] where air-conditioner control, as a representative element of customer comfort, is implemented through fuzzy logic. Other examples of non-fuzzy orientated control are found in [12] and [13] where air-conditioner control, as a representative element of customer comfort, is implemented through fuzzy logic. Other examples of non-fuzzy orientated control are found in [12] and [13]. In [12], a particle swarm optimization (PSO) based two level multi-agent controller is defined to optimize energy efficiency and customer comfort. In [13], an intelligent decision making model is developed using a dynamic notional price to increase energy efficiency that adapts to consumer preference in [13].

This paper evaluates the application of demand response into a domestic load control using two control techniques. DLC and fuzzy logic based DR are implemented and the change in DR with respect to the change in customer comfort is studied. Additionally, temporal availability of the household is modelled so that consideration to the change in DR with respect to change in temporal availability is provided. The paper will give a clear understanding of DR and its influencing
parameters such that a fully functional and efficient demand response management controller can be developed.

The following sections provide discussion on the solution methodology as well as a full model description. The results pertaining to the analysis of field data where the modelling techniques are employed are also presented.

II. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

Demand response is implemented using two approaches, DLC and fuzzy logic. The DLC is considered as the classical representative method, whereas fuzzy approach represents the modern practice.

A. Direct load control

The DLC technique has been utilized for demand response implementation from the onset of load management program implementation. In this technique, the utility has remote access to certain individual consumer loads and DLC is remotely operated by the utility whenever needed. DLC schedules the loads in a house based on simple priority list. The method has been implemented in various forms and strategies. Generally, scheduling of load using a direct load method uses two approaches.

1. Price based methods

Price based methods utilize the day ahead price of electricity that is available through the electricity market or from the utility itself. According to the price per unit of electricity, a priority list is formulated for a set of consumer loads and the scheduling is organised accordingly. When the price is high, only high-priority devices are set to operate with the remaining (controlled) devices are ‘off’. When the price is low all (listed) devices in the house are permitted to operate and hence no regulation or reduction is implemented. The general flow diagram is provided in fig 1(a).

2. Time of use based method

This method utilizes the consumer basic load curve characteristics to identify the demand peaks and accordingly a schedule/priority list is made for modifying the consumption pattern. Usually the morning and evening times are designated as peak consumption times and during this time, fewer devices are operated. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the load regulation/reduction is conducted based on the time of peak occurrence.

While the above descriptions apply to the basic DR approach, numerous other methods and approaches are found in literature [4] which constitute the three and half decades of demand side management evolution.

B. Fuzzy logic based DR

The fuzzy logic was first proposed by Lotfi Zadeh [14]. Fuzzy systems are considered as universal approximates that quantify non-precise inputs to obtain solutions that are based on rules. Essentially, fuzzy logic facilitates (fuzzy) controllers to take into account of complex inputs such as human comfort, which maybe based purely on human reasoning. These inputs are difficult to formulate analytically. The Fuzzy controller modelled in this paper is provided in fig 2. Inputs are consumer profiling, smart meter data and environment condition data. Inputs and outputs are formulated using conventional membership functions. The Mamdani method [14] of fuzzy inference is utilized to map input-output relationships that are based on a user defined set of rules. The output of this fuzzy system is also a fuzzy set of allowed load or scheduled load. The crisp value for specific inputs is obtained by defuzzifying the fuzzy set by a centroid defuzzification technique and provides a numerical value in

\[
x^* = \frac{\int \mu_i(x) x \, dx}{\int \mu_i(x) \, dx}
\]

Where \(x^*\) is the defuzzified (numerical) output, \(\mu_i(x)\) is the \(i^{th}\) output membership function and \(x\) is the output variable.

The fuzzy rules and membership function values are formulated based on the previous experience and knowledge from the grid. Fuzzy systems can be modelled to represent any type of relations, especially human behaviour dependent relations. As an example case, consider customer comfort and its dependency on the ambient temperature. Fuzzy modelling can facilitate the interest of a customer to participate in DR while considering special situations such as a European cup football final etc. In this regard an accurate DR may be achieved without affecting customer comfort.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

A. Direct Load Method

To implement direct load based DR through either the price based and time based methods, a list of domestic appliances is required. As an arbitrary representation, the appliances in 6 households are considered and their respective power ratings

![Fig. 1. Time based and Price based Demand Response flow diagram](image-url)

![Fig. 2. Fuzzy logic based Demand Response Model](image-url)
were obtained from a general survey as provided in table 1. The list can be extended and considered according to the need and type of appliances installed in any installation. We also assume that these appliances are *smart* and can communicate with a master controller without much time lag being incurred. In a price based DR, luminaires represent the non-dispatchable load and all other loads are considered dispatchable or controllable. In time based DR, specific loads are considered non-dispatchable because that load is considered unavoidable at that specific time. The customer can set the required load priority at their own discretion. The priority list is given in table II for price based DR. Status 1 signifies ‘on’ position and 0 signifies ‘off’. When a price signal is received this priority list is interrogated to establish the possible schedule with operating signals sent to the DR controller accordingly.

Table 3 provides a time based priority list, which is subsequently employed to develop the time based DR schedule. The schedule is organised for 3-hour intervals. The ‘x’ in Table 3 represents non-dispatchable load and dispatchable loads are scheduled according to the priority. The value ‘0’ implies the load is switched off at the particular interval of time. The allowed load in each interval is obtained by selecting the respective priority level during each interval of time. For example, during the 3rd interval, dispatchable loads 1 and 2 are allowed to operate and 3 and 4 are switched off. Similarly, each interval has a specific schedule according to the DR controller.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Rated Power(W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing Machine</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Pump</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Price Band</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>I   II  III  IV  V  VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>1   1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing Machine</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Pump</td>
<td>1   0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>1   1 1 1 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>1   1 1 1 1 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Fuzzy Logic Based DR

The advantage of a fuzzy control algorithm over other algorithms is the ability to model non deterministic inputs using non numeric linguistic values. Human characteristics, behaviour and response are easily represented by linguistic values rather than using crisp Boolean logic. Furthermore, fuzzy logic is able to represent intermediate values similar to human decision making.

Fuzzy inference systems (FIS) help to model human knowledge into linguistic ‘if-then’ conditional statements; without using precise quantitative analysis. These ‘if-then’ statements are called upon as rules in the fuzzy system. Inputs and outputs, which are modelled as linguistic variables, are characterized by their appropriate membership function with attributes defined as linguistic values. Typical membership functions are representations of the input characteristics and vary smoothly without sharp boundaries between 0.1 and 1. Inputs are combined using logical *and*, *or*, or *not* operations. In general, first input values are *fuzzied* or *mapped* to their respective membership functions and the degree of membership is assigned. Then statements of rule assign these partial memberships to the associated output membership functions after the logical operation of inputs. The outputs are weighted according to the strength of each rule. The final output is calculated using respective *defuzzification* techniques. Here the centroid method is utilized. The inputs of the fuzzy DR controller are time of day, the load forecast or load demand, temperature deviation, and temporal availability. Outputs are the signal(s) of allowed load and the ‘on’ or ‘off’ signal for the air conditioning system. The input and output are modelled using only two types of membership function; triangular and trapezoidal membership functions. The demand response model implemented through the fuzzy toolbox in MATLAB is provided in fig 3. The output of the controller is defined using 465 rules which are defined based on the experience and intuition of the modeller. Rules are basically linguistic ‘if-then’ statements. The number of rules possible in a fuzzy controller is defined by the possible number of combinations of inputs and outputs. Even though more than 1000 rules could have been formulated, only feasible rules have been considered here. Some examples of these rules are provided in the appendix (section VI) for reference. Temporal availability is modelled as a separate fuzzy controller whose output indicates the presence of people in the house. The deciding parameter or the inputs considered are type of occupation, number of occupants in the house, the existence of children in the house and the time of day. The output of the temporal fuzzy controller is provided as the input to the fuzzy DR controller. The temporal fuzzy controller is defined using 98 rules. Again, some examples of these rules are listed in the

### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Time  (Interval of 3 Hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>1   2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>0   0 1 0 0 4 0 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing Machine</td>
<td>2 2 4 2 4 6 3 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Pump</td>
<td>1   1 3 1 3 5 2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>x   x 0 1 2 x 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>0   0 2 0 2 3 1 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Fuzzy DR controller model implemented in MATLAB](image)
The temporal fuzzy block diagram is provided in fig 4.

Fig. 4. Temporal Fuzzy controller model implemented in MATLAB

IV. RESULTS

To demonstrate the simulation model, an example case study is considered and the results are contextualised accordingly. As the model is not yet validated practically, the process is to consider a large number of inputs to the model so that comprehension, analysis, and interpretation of the results are readily achievable.

To implement the price based DLC method, a price signal is considered which is assumed to be available prior to scheduling. In this particular study, the price signal is formulated according to fig 5. According to the price at a given time, the price band is selected. Based on the price band, the output is obtained. The price band, as shown in table II, is divided into 6 bands in increasing order from 1 to 6. Where 6 is the highest price and 1 being the lowest.

The price in each band is decided according to the market price trend decided by the market/utility. The demand response for a day corresponding to the price signal is provided in fig 6. The load demand is provided by the load demand possibility of a house decided by data collected from a simple survey. Fig 6 shows the load demand curve for a particular day. When the price is high during the 6-9am period (as provided in fig 5), the load is reduced from 3.1kW demand to lower than 1.5kW. This type of DR is not concerned with the customer comfort and only deals with reduction of the load during high price. The method is purely based on cost savings and will be profitable for both customers and the utility at the same time.

Time based demand response is obtained by scheduling the load based on a respectively assigned time based priority list. The method primarily depends on the general nature of peak curve. The peak is assumed to be in the morning and evening hours. During these times a specific set of equipment (appliances) are allowed to work which are considered to be inevitably required at those particular times. During the evening peak which is supposed to be during 6-9 PM the load is reduced close to 1.5kW from 3.1kW. This method doesn’t consider peak magnitude and works like a strict controller bounded by a specific time based rules without any alterations. The method is useful if the load reduction required is small and the peak time is constant. In all another cases however, the method is not so useful. Moreover, this method, like price based DR, is not considerate of customer comfort.

To implement a fuzzy based controller, the temporal availability needs to be modelled at the onset. For the study here, a basic household data selected is given in table IV. The temporal availability also depends on the time of the day since, during a normal night, temporal availability is supposed to be full and during a ‘normal’ day, it depends on various factors like occupation, the existence of children etc. The output of temporal availability is used for scheduling load using demand response.
The input, forecasted load is obtained from the utility. In this analysis, power demand of a household for typical day is used for scheduling. The demand of a 3 bedroom house is used which has a peak demand close to 5 kW is considered as a base case for the fuzzy based DR analysis. The load curve shows that the demand is high during the morning 6am to 9am and evening 6pm to 10pm. The demand response is designed to regulate the load during this period to obtain a lower peak. Since customer comfort is considered, the switching ‘on’ and ‘off’ of the air-conditioning load is only dependent on temperature deviation and temporal availability. The temperature data for the location of house located in Dublin is obtained from the meteorological data centre. The temperature for a normal day, warm day and cold day is obtained for finding the variation of DR depending on customer comfort for the same load demand. These temperature data are plotted together in fig 8. The demand response for these temperatures for the occupants and load demand is shown in fig 9. It can be observed that with ambient temperature change the DR based load also changes for same temporal availability and load demand. This decision override is achieved by the fuzzy controller which is working on the linguistic rules which state that the air-conditioner should be ‘on’ if the temperature is high or the associated heater should be ‘on’ if temperature is low and irrespective of the load peak if the temporal availability is ‘yes’. The justification for this is that the use of temperature regulators purely depend on consumer comfort. Even then, the load during the peak demand is reduced and demand response based load management is achieved. The method therefore places an increased burden on the utility by not facilitating complete load reduction during the peak period. That said however, the reduction is still formidable, and when it is implemented by large number of customer it will make an impressive difference in load demand.

Fig 10 shows the variation of DR with the change in temporal availability. When the presence of the customer changes there is a specific change in load consumption as expected in the normal case. Further, this can be quantified by the fact that the temperature regulators are not required when the customer is not available at the house. This result is obtained for a warm day so that it can be compared with the result in fig 9 for complete comprehension of DR depending on temporal availability. The results suggest therefore, that DR programs can effectively reduce load/demand during peak demand periods and as illustrated in figs. 9 and 10. DR offers further benefits. These benefits will manifest as cost reduction, supply reliability increase, market efficiency, customer service improvement, environment sustainability improvement and market power mitigation [15].

V. CONCLUSION

The paper describes the modelling of simple DLC-DR and DR using a fuzzy system approach which is typically a rational decision making model. The DLC based DR model presented here is able to reduce the consumption but at the cost of customer comfort. By utilizing the non-deterministic characteristics of fuzzy control algorithms, a DR controller is implemented to account for
customer comfort and hence schedules the temperature control equipment independent of DR. The model also depicts the impact of DR with change in temperature and temporal availability.

The modelling considered can be used to implement DR in the context of substation control to study the effect of DR in a macro scale. Further, including the renewable energy production could enable load scheduling according to the availability of renewable energy, which will reduce the energy consumption from conventional sources.
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APPENDIX

Fuzzy rules for temporal calculation

1. If (occupation is no and No of residents is one and Existence of children is yes and Time of day is 0-3hrs) then (Temporal availability is yes)
2. If (occupation is no and No of residents is more than 2 and Existence of children is yes and Time of day is 0-3hrs) then (Temporal availability is yes)
3. If (occupation is no and No of residents is more than 2 and Existence of children is yes and Time of day is one) then (Temporal availability is yes)
4. If (occupation is part time and No of residents is one and Existence of children is no and Time of day is 6-9hrs) then (Temporal availability is yes)
5. If (occupation is part time and No of residents is more than 2 and Existence of children is no and Time of day is 0-3hrs) then (Temporal availability is yes)
6. If (occupation is full time and No of residents is one and Existence of children is no and Time of day is 15-18hrs) then (Temporal availability is no)

Fuzzy rules for Demand response

1. If Time is off peak and Forecasted load is Low Medium and Temperature Deviation is cold and Temporal Availability is yes then (Allowed Load is 4)(AC and Heater is no action)
2. If (Time is off peak and Forecasted load is Low Medium and Temperature Deviation is moderate and Temporal Availability is yes) then Allowed Load is 4)(AC and Heater is no action)
3. If (Time is off peak and Forecasted load is Medium and Temperature Deviation is cold and Temporal Availability is no) then Allowed Load is 4)(AC and Heater is no action)
4. If (Time is off peak and Forecasted load is Medium and Temperature Deviation is hot and Temporal Availability is yes) then Allowed Load is 7)(AC and Heater is no action)
5. If (Time is off peak and Forecasted load is high and Temperature Deviation is cold and Temporal Availability is yes) then Allowed Load is 7)(AC and Heater is no action)
6. If (Time is evening peak and Forecasted load is Medium and Temperature Deviation is cold and Temporal Availability is no) then Allowed Load is 2)(AC and Heater is no action)